'To bring women to writing' was an attractive, if flawed feminist manifesto adopted by Hélène Cixous in an earlier phase of feminist thinking and activity in the 1970s.
in different kinds of gender-related interventions, though in radically different ways. It would be fair, however, to summarise that what these artists have in common is the way in which their personal, political and performance lives motivate them to make work in the interests of imagining the world differently: artists whose theatre and performance practices open up critical and dialectical relations on and with those social and cultural systems that constitute and constrain 'norms' of gender, race, class and sexuality. To quote Weaver: 'If you can imagine it, you can make it. If you can make it, then you can change it.'
3 While other contributions in Part II, 'Interventions', have tended to focus on the work of an individual artist or a particular production, this chapter reflects on the activities of this project, the networking, workshops and interventionist 'writing' strategies, and the ways in which these might be instructive for thinking and performing feminism internationally.
One of feminism's serious losses in the UK has been the breakdown of the networks that evolved out of the second-wave feminist movement and the connections that feminism made across different disciplines within the academy. As Debbie Epstein and Deborah Lynn Steinberg observe in the Global Feminist Politics anthology, 'feminism lost addresses right and left'. 4 In respect of feminists working on and performing in theatre, the 'addresses' that were known to be womenfriendly, whether theatre, community or campus 'homes', were 'lost' to the 'centralisation of feminism' which, while positive in some ways, 'has been at the expense of what bell hooks (1984) identified as sites of radical possibility '. 5 In the study and practice of theatre, those 'sites of radical possibility' were realised through the energies and endeavours of feminist individuals who introduced women's theatre and performance courses into to the main(stream) theatre syllabus; organised and hosted workshops, residences, conferences and performances that enabled women from academic theatre and performance cultures to meet. Conversations between those engaged in professional practice and those in the business of researching theatre were crucial to women connecting up in the 'margins' and coming to feminist understandings of the marginality of women in theatres past and present. The backlash disconnections to feminism, felt also, for example, in the way that young women are no longer attracted to studying theatre courses that focus on women's performance work in the way that they were in the 1980s or even early 1990s, indeed are reluctant to identify with feminism at all, 7 coupled with the squeeze on institutional funding (meaning reduced access to funds to pay artists for workshops, residences or performances in the academy), has left feminist interests
